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SURFER                                                                                          https://imaginary.org

Software creato da Mathematisches 
Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach (MFO)
in collaborazione con Martin Luther University 
Halle-Wittenberg

Fa parte della mostra itinerante IMAGINARY 
organizzata da Mathematisches 
Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach.

Superfici come insieme di soluzioni di equazioni algebriche

Zeri di polinomi  P(x,y,z)=0

?



SURFER                                                                                          https://imaginary.org

Autore: Herwig HauserP(x,y,z)=x2+z2-y3(1-y)3
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Autore: Herwig Hauser
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Autore: Valentina Galata
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Piatto: 10y2+10x2-10-(20z+9)5
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Autore: Valentina Galata
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Autore: Valentina Galata
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SHAPE-from-SHADING

Cosa significa? Foto+Matematica=Shape

Applicazioni:

Arte
Self-driving car
Stampa 3d
Biomedicina

Come funziona?                              

con la Matematica!!

http://gongryong72.deviantart.com/art/Lisa-Simpson-391419008

http://gongryong72.deviantart.com/art/Lisa-Simpson-391419008


SHAPE-from-SHADING

Ricostruire una immagine da una foto:
M.J. Brooks, E. Cristiani, M. Falcone, B.K.P. Horn,  O. Vogel, …….



SHAPE-from-SHADING

https://www.scribd.com/document/114639757/Scheda-Cristiani-SfS

Ricostruire una immagine da una foto:

https://www.scribd.com/document/114639757/Scheda-Cristiani-SfS


SHAPE-from-SHADING

https://www.scribd.com/document/114639757/Scheda-Cristiani-SfS

proviamo con Lena

https://www.scribd.com/document/114639757/Scheda-Cristiani-SfS


SHAPE-from-SHADING

https://www.scribd.com/document/114639757/Scheda-Cristiani-SfS

mmm…. povera Lena

https://www.scribd.com/document/114639757/Scheda-Cristiani-SfS


SHAPE-from-SHADING

http://www.emilianocristiani.it/pubs.htm#sfs

se non stiamo attenti la soluzione non e’ unica!

http://www.emilianocristiani.it/pubs.htm#sfs


SHAPE-from-SHADING

http://vision.in.tum.de/research/image-based_3d_reconstruction/multiviewreconstruction

http://vision.in.tum.de/research/image-based_3d_reconstruction/multiviewreconstruction
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http://www.polynomiography.com



POLYNOMIOGRAPHY                                                                                           http://www.polynomiography.com

Software creato da  Bahman Kalantari
Department of Computer Science, Rutgers University

?
Teorema fondamentale dell’Algebra —> Esistenza

Approssimazione degli zeri <—> Ricerca degli zeri attraverso 
processi iterativi, algoritmi…limiti di successioni

u—> L(u) —> L(L(u))—> L(L(L(u)))….—> zero di P

Immagini in R2 ottenute approssimando gli zeri di polinomi complessi

P(z)=anzn+an-1zn-1+…a1z+a0=0



POLYNOMIOGRAPHY                                                                                         

Teorema fondamentale dell’Algebra —> Esistenza

Approssimazione degli zeri <—> Ricerca degli zeri attraverso 
processi iterativi, algoritmi…limiti di successioni

u—> L(u) —> L(L(u))—> L(L(L(u)))….—> zero di P

• esistono numerose funzioni L
• non è detto che ci sia convergenza
• u diverse possono dare zeri diversi

http://www.polynomiography.com
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• funzioni L diverse danno “polinomiografi” diversi
• le 4 aree più grandi rappresentano i “bacini di attrazione”  

Figure 2: Evolution of basins of attraction to Voronoi regions via Bm(z): p(z) = z4 − 1,
m = 2, 3, 4, 50 (left to right).

and exhibit sample images obtained via a prototype software for polynomiography, as well as
provide an explanation of how some of these images were created. Subsequently, I will consider
other applications of polynomiography.

General Techniques for Creating Artwork

In order to describe some general techniques for producing polynomiographic images I will
first describe the capabilities of prototype polynomiography software we have developed. The
software allows the user to create an image by inputing a polynomial through several means,
e.g. by inputing its coefficients, or the location of its zeros. In one approach the user simply
inputs a parameter, m, as any natural number greater than one. The assignment of a value
for m corresponds to the selection of Bm(z) as the underlying iteration function. This together
with the selection of a user-defined rectangular region and user-specified number of pixels,
tolerance, as well as a variety of color mapping schemes enables the user to create an infinite
number of basic polynomiographs. These polynomiographs turn out to be fractal images and
can subsequently be easily re-colored or zoomed in any number of times. A non-fractal and
completely different set of images could result from the visualization of the root-finding process
through the collective use of the Basic Family, i.e. the pointwise convergence property described
in Theorem 2. These images are enormously rich. In either type of image creation technique
the user has a great deal of choices, e.g. the ability to re-color any selected regions using a
variety of coloration schemes based on convergence properties.

Viewing polynomiography as an art form, one can list at least four general image creation
techniques.

(1) Like a photographer who shoots different pictures of a model and uses a variety of lenses,
a polynomiographer can produce different images of the same polynomial and make use of a
variety of iteration functions and zooming approaches until a desirable image is discovered.

(2) In this more creative approach an initial polynomiograph, possibly very ordinary, is
turned into a beautiful image, based on the user’s choice of coloration, individual creativity,
and imagination. This is analogous to carving a statue out of stone.

(3) The user employs the mathematical properties of the iteration functions, or the under-
lying polynomial, or both (this is truly a marriage of art and mathematics).

(4) Images can be created as a collage of two or more polynomiographs produced through
any one of the previous three methods.

Many other image creation techniques are possible, either through artistic compositional
means, or through computer assisted design programs.

An Exhibition

7

P(z)=z2-1 ha 2 zeri reali

P(z)=z2+1 ha 2 zeri complessi

P(z)=z4-1 ha 4 zeri complessi…
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Autore: Bohman Kalantari
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Eiffel Tower

Autore: Bohman Kalantari
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Autore: Bohman Kalantari

Mona Lisa
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Autore: Bohman Kalantari

Figure 14: A polynomiograph of six different nine digit numbers

Figure 15: A polynomiograph of the numbers 672,123,450 and 672,123,451

software could be used in the mathematics classroom as a device for understanding polynomials
as well as the visualization of theorems pertaining to polynomials. As an example of one
application of polynomiography, high school students studying algebra and geometry could be
introduced to mathematics through creating designs from polynomials. They would learn to
use algorithms on a sophisticated level and to understand the mathematics of polynomials in
their relationship to pattern and design in ways that cannot be approached abstractly. For
instance, Figure 14 can be viewed as a visualization of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra,
as applied to the polynomials corresponding to these numbers. It is possible to compile many
theorems about polynomials and their properties, or those of iteration functions that can be
visualizable through polynomiography. At a higher educational level, e.g. calculus or numerical
analysis courses, polynomiography allows students to tackle important conceptual issues such
as the notion of convergence and limits, as well as the idea of iteration functions, and gives the
student the ability to understand and appreciate more modern discoveries such as fractals.

There are also numerous algorithmic issues that are motivated by polynomiography, such as
the development of even newer root-finding algorithms. Polynomiography is not only a means
for obtaining fast algorithms for polynomial root-finding but also allows the users to determine
how two particular members of the Basic Family compare. Which is better, Newton’s method
or Halley’s method? Most numerical analysis books do not bother with such questions. But
indeed these are fundamental questions from a pedagogical and practical point of view. One
may make use of fractal images to study the computational advantages of members of the Basic
Family over Newton’s method, as well as the advantages in using the Basic Sequence in com-
puting a single root, or all the roots of a given polynomial.

14

Un polinomio grafo può rappresentare anche un codice numerico…
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Autore: Bohman Kalantari

Figure 14: A polynomiograph of six different nine digit numbers

Figure 15: A polynomiograph of the numbers 672,123,450 and 672,123,451

software could be used in the mathematics classroom as a device for understanding polynomials
as well as the visualization of theorems pertaining to polynomials. As an example of one
application of polynomiography, high school students studying algebra and geometry could be
introduced to mathematics through creating designs from polynomials. They would learn to
use algorithms on a sophisticated level and to understand the mathematics of polynomials in
their relationship to pattern and design in ways that cannot be approached abstractly. For
instance, Figure 14 can be viewed as a visualization of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra,
as applied to the polynomials corresponding to these numbers. It is possible to compile many
theorems about polynomials and their properties, or those of iteration functions that can be
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analysis courses, polynomiography allows students to tackle important conceptual issues such
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There are also numerous algorithmic issues that are motivated by polynomiography, such as
the development of even newer root-finding algorithms. Polynomiography is not only a means
for obtaining fast algorithms for polynomial root-finding but also allows the users to determine
how two particular members of the Basic Family compare. Which is better, Newton’s method
or Halley’s method? Most numerical analysis books do not bother with such questions. But
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Polinomiografo del numero 672123450 <—> zeri di P(z)=6z8+7z7+2z6+z5+2z4+3z3+4z2+5z
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BIG DATA
and the hidden shapes



BIG DATA

Cosa sono? Quantità   enorme di dati

Chi li crea? Noi

Come? Con tutti i dati che generiamo usando le nuove tecnologie informatiche

Promemoria sulla Privacy di Google

Dati elaborati quando si utilizza Google
• Ad esempio, quando cerchi un ristorante su Google Maps o guardi un video 

su YouTube, elaboriamo le informazioni relative a quella attività, che possono 
includere il video visualizzato, gli ID del dispositivo, gli indirizzi IP, i dati dei 
cookie e la posizione.

• I tipi di informazioni sopra descritti vengono elaborati anche quando utilizzi 
app o siti che ricorrono a servizi Google, come gli annunci, Analytics e il video 
player di YouTube.



BIG DATA

Esempio: Natural Image Statistic
G.Carlsson, A.B. Lee, K.S.Pedersen, D. Mumford, A. Zomorodian …..

Immagini in bianco e nero:
ogni pixel 256 possibilità, quindi possiamo pensare l’immagine in uno spazio 
multidimensionale Rp, p numero di pixels

Problema: 
Capire se l’insieme dei punti che corrispondono alle immagini hanno una SHAPE



BIG DATA

Idea: (D. Mumford, …)  Considerano un database di immagini di J. van Harten e A. van 
Shaaf e in ogni immagine scelgono 3x3 patches.

http://www.ams.org/journals/bull/2009-46-02/S0273-0979-09-01249-X/S0273-0979-09-01249-X.pdf

http://www.ams.org/journals/bull/2009-46-02/S0273-0979-09-01249-X/S0273-0979-09-01249-X.pdf


BIG DATA

Idea: (D. Mumford, …)  Considerano un database di immagini di J. van Harten e A. van 
Shaaf e in ogni immagine scelgono 3x3 patches.

Selezionano 5000 patches ad alto contrasto, che possono essere visti in R9

Attraverso la matematica ottengono….

                      una forma geometrica: “ellissoide 7 dimensionale in R8”



BIG DATA

In realtà:  ci sono zone con densità più alta, che corrispondono a patches più frequenti….e 
anche da qui ottengono altre forme….

http://www.ams.org/journals/bull/2009-46-02/S0273-0979-09-01249-X/S0273-0979-09-01249-X.pdf

http://www.ams.org/journals/bull/2009-46-02/S0273-0979-09-01249-X/S0273-0979-09-01249-X.pdf


BIG DATA

In realtà:  ci sono zone con densità più alta, che corrispondono a patches più frequenti….e 
anche da qui ottengono altre forme….

http://www.ams.org/journals/bull/2009-46-02/S0273-0979-09-01249-X/S0273-0979-09-01249-X.pdf

http://www.ams.org/journals/bull/2009-46-02/S0273-0979-09-01249-X/S0273-0979-09-01249-X.pdf
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Abbiamo questo modello….possiamo associare altre forme?

www.ams.org/journals/bull/2009-46-02/S0273-0979-09-01249-X/S0273-0979-09-01249-X.pdf



BIG DATA

Bottiglia di Klein

www.ams.org/journals/bull/2009-46-02/S0273-0979-09-01249-X/S0273-0979-09-01249-X.pdf

Abbiamo questo modello….possiamo associare altre forme? SI!
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a

b

b

a

www.ams.org/journals/bull/2009-46-02/S0273-0979-09-01249-X/S0273-0979-09-01249-X.pdf



BIG DATA

G. Carlsson e’ uno dei pionieri della TDA (Topological Data Analysis)
co-fondatore della AYASDI, che sviluppa software per l’analisi dei dati

Analisi del database di una banca, con circa 6 milioni di transazioni:

http://quantidiscienza.blogspot.it/2016/05/quando-la-topologia-incontra-i-big-data.html 

http://quantidiscienza.blogspot.it/2016/05/quando-la-topologia-incontra-i-big-data.html
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Grazie e Buon BGeeK!!

Donatella e Sabina


